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of its close. That is the tango as it may be heard in Buenos
Aires—sung, danced, or orchestrated—and it will suffice for
the voice of a great city. Not that it is a conspicuously
gay voice, as gaiety is understood in Western Europe ; for
it has all the minor melancholy of Spain set to a marching
measure.
Gaiety in Buenos Aires is rather apt to crop out in unusual
places. Few cities express their more exuberant modes in
taxicabs. But nothing more sumptuous than a Buenos
Aires taxi was ever dreamt of by a successful negro gambler.
The length, the breadth, the speed, the cushions, the window-
glass engraved with luscious spirals appropriate to a Chicago
gunman's hearse compose a whole of unexampled sump-
tuosity ; and a sardonic contrast propels these Juggernauts
at speed (for Argentine automobilism is nothing if not
spirited) down narrow alleys planned by Spanish forefathers
to be traps for shade in the noonday heat, their silence
quite unbroken except by the click of an occasional mule.
This super-position of a modern city upon an old Colonial
ground-plan has strange results. The square blocks of
buildings, which Spanish settlements borrowed from the
Roman camp, may be multiplied with ease into the rectan-
gular grid-iron of streets that marks the very latest thing
in American town-planning. But if the streets between the
houses remain of the same width as was required for traffic
when gentlemen in spurs came trotting into Buenos Aires,
there will be difficulties. A brave attempt to ease the situa-
tion and broaden the roadway has been made by shaving
off the pavements, with the sad consequence that local
pedestrians lead a hunted life. For single file is a compulsory
formation on the sidewalks of Buenos Aires; and even in
single file foot-passengers are haunted by grave preoccupa-
tions, since the trams overlap the pavement by a foot or
so, and there is every chance, each time you stop to gaze
incautiously into a shop-window, that a tram thundering
by within an inch of your coat-tails will scoop you off the
pavement on its ample cow-catcher and bear you off into

